
I 4: Heads or Tails, Part 1
Lesson Objective: Using picture cards and digraph sounds picture cards as visual aids, children will hear
the name of a pictured item, recognize and isolate the digraph phoneme in the word, and decide whether
the digraph phoneme comes at the beginning or end of the word.

Materials
• game board
• picture cards
• word index
• sound cards for the digraphs (same as for the previous activity)

Print the game board, picture cards, and sound cards onto sturdy card-stock paper, and cut them
apart. Trim and tape the two game board pages together. The word list is for the adult’s reference
only.

Activity
Video: How to play Heads or Tails, Part 1

Before starting the game, do a quick review of the digraph sounds and sound cards. Have the
child touch each sound card and tell you the sound each one makes. You also want to go through
the picture cards with your child to be sure she is using the correct word for each picture (e.g.,
ship instead of boat).

Place the dog game board in front of the child, with the five sound cards in a row above the
game board. Shuffle the picture cards and place them in a face-down stack.

Now introduce and demonstrate the game for your child. She will see a picture card, say the
word, identify the “special sound” and its sound card, and decide whether the special sound is at
the head (beginning) or tail (end) of the word. Once she decides, she can put the picture card on
the head or tail of the dog.

Adult: Sometimes you hear a special sound at the beginning, or head, of a word,

and sometimes you hear a special sound at the end, or tail, of a word.
Listen, and repeat the word I say, then find the sound card that matches the
special sound you hear in the word.



I 4: Heads or Tails, Part 1 (continued)
Then tell me if the special sound comes at the head or tail of the word.
Let me show you. Listen: whale.
/wh/ [Point to /wh/ card and puff out cheeks in “whh” gesture.]
/wh/ is at the head of whale.
So I can put the whale picture at the head of the dog!
Now you try. What’s this picture?

Child: Chip.
Adult: That’s right. What special sound do you hear? Listen: chip.
Child: /ch/ [points to /ch/ card]
Adult: Yes. What motion do we do for that sound?
Child: [Makes chopping gesture] /ch/
Adult: Is that sound at the head or tail of the word?
Child: Um…
Adult: Listen: chip. Is the special sound at the head, or at the tail?
Child: The head!
Adult: Yes, the /ch/ sound is at the head of chip.

So put the picture on the dog’s head.

Go through at least 20 words in a session, in random order so the child gets a mix of special
sounds at the “head” and “tail” of a variety of words. Make note of any words or digraphs the
child struggles with, and revisit those words at the end.

Small Groups (2-5 children)
Adaptation: Read the main activity, watch the video, and follow the instructions above, with the
following changes:

Play the game in a circle on the rug, placing the game board in the center of the circle. Review
the digraph sounds. Explain how the game board works: “If your picture goes on the dog’s tail,
where do we hear the special sound? If it goes on his head, where do we hear the special sound?”
Hold up a digraph sound card (such as /wh/) and ask, “Can you tell me the sound for this card?
Do you hear the /wh/ sound at the beginning or at the end of whale?” Give each child many
opportunities for practice.


